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‘Clear Reasons for Review’ of UK Government’s new nuclear planning
policy - National Policy Statement on Nuclear Generation (EN-6)
i.

Overview of Policy Briefing

The Nuclear Free Local Authorities (NFLA) reproduces in this edition 39 of its „New Nuclear
Monitor‟ series a detailed policy briefing by Neil Crumpton, Policy Advisor for the group „People
Against Wylfa B‟. It was presented to the July 21st 2015 meeting of the DECC NGO Forum held in
Westminster. The Forum was established in 2011 as an interface between the UK Government‟s
Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) and national / regional non central
governmental groups (NGOs) engaged in nuclear policy. Amongst the groups who regularly attend
the Forum are NFLA, Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth, Nuclear Waste Advisory Associates,
SERA, Low Level Radiation Campaign and groups challenging nuclear developments at individual
nuclear sites such as Communities Against Nuclear Energy, Bradwell Against New Nuclear Group,
People Against Wylfa B and so forth. Nuclear regulatory agencies like the Office for Nuclear
Regulation (ONR) and the Environment Agency attend, as does the Nuclear Decommissioning
Authority (NDA), all in an advisory capacity.
Senior staff from DECC‟s Office for Nuclear Development (OND) attend and co-chair the meetings
and respond to papers and opinions put forward at the meeting. They also occasionally put forward
their own policy papers and consultations. Ministers from the Government have also attended
question and answer sessions within Forum meetings and have included the former Secretary of
State Ed Davey and former Ministers of State at DECC Michael Fallon, Lord Marland and
Baroness Verma. The new Secretary of State Amber Rudd and Ministers of State Andrea
Leadsom and Lord Bourne are likely to attend future meetings in this Parliament.
The paper has been one of the main recent topics of discussion within the Forum, as NGOs argue
that the National Policy Statement (NPS) for Nuclear Energy Generation, known as EN-6, which
underpins all UK Government policy in the area of new nuclear build, is now outdated and not fit for
purpose. The paper, which has the broad support of the NGOs present, was discussed at the July
meeting. DECC civil servants responded by welcoming the paper and requesting for a more
detailed meeting with Neil Crumpton to discuss the specific points he made. NGO representatives
urged DECC to bring this issue to Ministers and provide a fuller consideration of the matter prior to
the next meeting. NFLA are keen to reproduce this briefing paper to bring it to the attention of
NFLA members, and thank Neil for permission to publish it.
Policy Paper written and presented by Neil Crumpton, PAWB representative, for the 21st
July 2015 DECC NGO Forum meeting
Executive Summary of Report
The NPS and its Annexes comprise a lengthy planning guidance document supporting a nuclear
'plan'. The plan 'that new nuclear power stations need to be developed significantly earlier than the
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end of 2025 ' (2.2.2 page 7) had Imperative Reasons of Overriding Public Interest (IROPI) 'given
the urgent need to decarbonise electricity, enhance energy security, and diversity of supply‟.
At the time of its publication in July 2011, it was envisaged that around 16 GW of schemes, on
about five out of eight listed potential sites around England and Wales, could become operational
between the period 2018 to 2025. The NPS contained a provision for review should the Secretary
of State decide it would be appropriate. In the four years since, various real world events and
issues have occurred which suggest a complete re-evaluation of it is now required.
This paper presents eight such reasons:
1 Plan timescale: while it is possible that some of the five planned schemes may be operational
by the end of 2025 the plan's rationale has slipped by at least five years. At most it can now
deliver only a third of the cumulative output originally envisaged, and even that figure could fall
towards zero.
2 Further tranches and future technologies: the 16 GW plan is now a „first tranche‟ and
additional 3 GW schemes at Bradwell and other listed sites are possible. A 7 GW tranche of small
modular reactors by 2035 has been suggested by the last government (on the listed or new nearurban sites) and a fast reactor „PRISM‟ and or CANDU „burner-breeder‟ demos are also possible.
8
3 Plutonium and Higher Activity Waste (HAW’s): geological disposal of the UK's HAW‟s was
considered THE waste management solution, and there will also be 140 tonnes of separated
plutonium to deal with. Now, MOX use, waste consuming fast and heavy-water reactors (PRISM,
CANDU), or immobilisation, are being considered.
4 National security: the high and increasing level of global terrorist activity since the 2011 NPS
suggests a fundamental re-evaluation. Drone attacks alone beg a review of 'defence-in-depth'
including the emergency planning zones (currently outside the NPS).
5 Climate change issues: The International Panel on Climate Change‟s (IPCC) 5th report WITH
projections of sea level rise suggest regular review of the coastal sites. Interim stores on the NPS
sites would become de-facto long-term waste stores if „Geological Disposal Facilities‟ (GDF‟s) or
other waste options do not materialise.
6 Radioactive waste management: the spent fuel arisings, interim storage and GDF issues
(planning, availability, footprint and timeline) all need review (and clear public information) in the
light of Cumbria‟s withdrawal from the Managing Radioactive Waste Safely (MRWS) process, a
thermal modelling error, and recent storage problems globally.
7 Health effects and risks: the latest evidence of the effects of radiation from nuclear power
stations (accidental and malicious) including lessons being learned in the on-going Fukushima
disaster need reviewing and re-justifying (preferably in comparison with non-nuclear scenarios).
8 Wider issues: the 2011 Habitat‟s IROPI and its three-pillared nuclear rationale is muddled, lacks
engineering understanding, is simply wrong in places, and is technologically out-dated. Aside from
any EU Laws, it is in the National Interest of any state which claims to be a knowledge-driven
economy to routinely and rapidly assess changing technology and world events and respond, not
carry on regardless. The same applies to National Security, „the first responsibility of any
government‟.
The 2011 IROPI case rested on three pillars, energy security, the speedy delivery of low-carbon
electricity (from 2018) and least cost to consumers. Yet despite the Ukraine crisis and EU gas
concerns, the Government has felt sufficiently relaxed to see lower deployment rates for onshore
wind, PV, biomass conversions and offshore wind despite their falling costs, diverse indigenous
security, continuing popularity, and a gaping slippage, and possible EPR project collapse, in any
nuclear delivery.
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Future generations globally will not thank the UK for promoting the spread of nuclear technology,
materials and expertise around the world, and destroying its own renewable industry potential, on
the clearly false assertion that nuclear power is „essential‟ to avoid dangerous climate change on
the UK and global habitat (a possible 4 % global contribution by 2050 is hardly essential), or that
UK electricity bills would be a bit cheaper especially when they could be more expensive.
In summary, the NPS has already largely failed in its purpose in facilitating the delivering a
replacement operational nuclear fleet significantly before 2025. A fundamental review is surely now
highly appropriate.
Engagement with this DECC NGO Forum on the following points would be particularly useful:
 a review of the three-pillared rationale and Habitats IROPI for the planned Generation III+
nuclear programme on the listed sites, possibly including a sub-group clarifying costdifferences between nuclear and non-nuclear UK energy scenarios. Such a review would not
need to include future nuclear technologies on other sites. Perhaps a post-2030 decentralised
deployment of British-designed small modular fast burner-breeder reactors located around UK
cities, rather than leviathan schemes dominating low-lying ecologically sensitive coastscapes,
is the way to go for nuclear power
 failing that - the identification of what would in DECC‟s view constitute appropriate factors and
conditions for triggering an NPS review
------------------1.

Introduction to the need for a review of the Nuclear NPS

In July 2011 DECC published a National Policy Statement (NPS) for Nuclear Power Generation
(EN-6) to provide the primary basic guidance in England and Wales for nuclear planning decisions
by the IPC and potential 'credible' project applicants. This major infrastructure planning guidance,
is set alongside the NPS for Energy (EN-I) and focussed on new reactor schemes which could be
operational by the end of 2025.
The guidance followed on from the 2008 Planning Act and the 2007 public consultations about a
replacement nuclear programme for the ageing 10 GW reactor fleet, and further consultations on
the proposed planning guidance. By 2010 the target replacement programme had escalated from
10 GW in the 2007 public consultations to „16 GW‟ (15.4 GW).
The NPS detailed the potential nuclear new-build „plan‟ and included an 'Appraisal of
Sustainability' and interaction with the European Habitat's Directive. It also detailed various
Assessment Principles including the programmes' Regulatory Justification and Imperative Reasons
of Overriding Public Interest (IROPI) of national need. The Statement also considered various
other more regional and localised planning considerations, from flood risk, coastal processes,
biodiversity and landscape impacts to human health, proximity to aircraft movements and socioeconomic factors.
The NPS listed eight potentially suitable new-build sites, with detailed site criteria and assessments
set out in a Volume II. The Vol II also set out in more detail the IROPI rationale based on 2011
Energy and Emission projections and the national need for a replacement nuclear fleet to be
operational before the end of 2025, „preferably significantly so‟.
The Statement also included a provision that (1.6.1): 'It will be subject to review by the
Secretary of State to ensure that it remains appropriate'.
In the 4 to 7 years since the Statement's development from 2008 to publication in July 2011
numerous events and issues relevant to the plan and Statement have changed significantly.
Various events and issues which could have significant implications for the validity and hence the
appropriateness of the plan to 2025 is set out below and could constitute grounds for a first review:
i)

Plan timescale
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Delays in the assessment, project development and financing, and construction timescales may
well result in programme delivery slipping beyond the end of 2025 for at least some, if not much, of
the programme (this includes delays resulting from the Fukushima meltdowns and revised designs
following stress testing). The likely slippage to date from the original programme delivery time line
of 2017-2025 to now 2023-2026, or possibly several years beyond that, suggests that the
Guidance timescale needs reviewing, for example 'operational by end of 2030'.
The 'slippage' to date of 64 % (see Annex 1) already means that only 36 % of the planned
programme's cumulative electricity output by the end of 2025 could now be delivered by the 16
GW programme.
Furthermore, the Coalition also stated in 2014 that the 16 GW plans should be considered a 'first
tranche'. If up to three additional projects were consented as part of a second tranche for the
remaining listed sites of Bradwell, Hartlepool and Heysham (e.g. possibly Chinese ACP 900
reactors which have not undergone a GDA in the UK) then this too would suggest the NPS
timescale needs reviewing, again 2030 or 2035 may be appropriate. For example, an ACP
deployment scenario might be GDA by 2021, consents between 2022 and 2023 and 6-8 year
construction times (see Annex 2).
Even since January 2015 new and very serious issues have emerged which could well cause
further significant programme slippage if not partial collapse (two or three projects out of five or
six). The EPR pressure vessel sections may have construction (forging) faults, and safety valve
faults (note: several issues outside the scope of GDA assessment and safety case). See:
http://journaldelenergie.com/nucleaire/edfs-chaotic-approach-french-epr-reactor-safety/
http://www.french-nuclear-safety.fr/Information/News-releases/Flamanville-EPR-reactor-vesselmanufacturinganomalies
The seriousness of these faults, currently being determined by regulators, could well undermine
investor confidence and push reactor manufacturer Areva and EdF further into debt, which could
delay EPR investment deals and final investment decisions (FID‟s).
The Austrian Government and other parties have also issued EU state-aid legal challenges against
the Hinkley C deal which, while the UK Government seems confident in its policy, could slow FIDs
on Hinkley C, Sizewell C and a scheme at Bradwell.
It would be useful for DECC to provide a plan which identifies how sufficient UK electricity
generating capacity would be built, and 2030 sector decarbonisation targets would be met, in the
event that the Hinkley C EPR project and the similarly designed Sizewell C EPR, and the
investment-linked Chinese project at Bradwell, did not proceed due to the technical and legal
issues that have come to light or materialised in the last few months.
ii)
Second, third or replacement tranche technologies and plans
The UK Parliamentary Energy and Climate Change Committee has recently flagged-up the
possibility of new reactor types, particularly Small Modular Reactors (SMR's), which may possibly
also be operational between 2030 to 2035. According to proponents, such SMR technologies may
offer a higher prospect of achieving the Government's nuclear capacity objectives. Also cited is
safe passive-cooling, and the possibility of achieving higher socio-economic benefits to UK
companies, as distinct to French, Japanese and Chinese companies designs for high-cost multiGW projects.
SMRs might also produce lower radioactivity waste than the very high burn-up spent fuel of multigigawatt projects.
The thermal decay profile may lead to reduced GDF footprint per TWh generated and lower interim
storage times.
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SMRs could presumably be considered for multiple reactor construction on the remaining NPS
listed sites (i.e. Bradwell, Hartlepool, Heysham). However, proponents have suggested industrial
CHP SMR schemes which would require decentralised deployment near urban areas. Such siting
would need a fundamental security assessment (C 2.3 ONR advice on 'the semi-urban criterion').
At least the sites could be away from vulnerable coasts and may avoid some adverse effects
regarding the Habitats Directive. SMRs are seen favourably by the nuclear industry too. A Nuclear
Energy Insider article on 5th Dec 2014 stated (http://analysis.nuclearenergyinsider.com/smallmodular-reactors/nuclear-power-change-shape-2015):
“As we embark on a new year, there are distinct challenges and opportunities on the horizon for
the nuclear power industry. Many industry experts believe that technology like Small Nuclear
Reactors (SMR) represent a strong future for nuclear. Yet, rapidly growing renewable energy
sources, a bountiful and inexpensive supply of natural gas and oil, and the ageing population of
existing nuclear power plants represent challenges that the industry must address moving forward.
As 2014 concludes, many nuclear operators are evaluating their plants to determine if they will
apply for a second license renewal to extent plant life from 60 years to 80 years.”
Indeed, even the IAEA's central global nuclear scenario of 500 GW globally by 2030, which would
then only supply about 3.3 % of likely 2030 global energy demand, up from 2.3 % currently looks
highly optimistic considering the fleet age profile (see Annex 3).
Planning guidance for decentralised SMR deployment would require a very significant review of the
NPS or an additional NPS. Second tranche schemes, e.g. Chinese 1 GW reactors, themselves
suggest a review of the plan timescale e.g. to 2030 or beyond. SMR's may be post-2030 third
tranche schemes.
Alternatively, if the NPS plan for multi-GW reactors on the vulnerable coastal sites listed were
abandoned for reasons given in this paper, then there would be time for offshore wind, other
renewables, carbon capture and storage (CCS, preferably bio-energy BECCS), SMRs, Hitachi
PRISMs, Candu‟s EC6 reactor option and long-term waste management technologies all to be
comparatively evaluated in the 2020s. This would facilitate a far more robust determination of the
optimum low-carbon pathway for Britain, without intergenerational lock-in to very long term
technologies, supply contracts, waste streams, or security nightmares.
*See the article: http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-Canada-UK-extend-nuclear-energycooperation-906155.html
iii)
Plutonium and HAW management possibilities and decisions
The NPS Annex states in Para B 1.2 page 13 that 'this Annex considers in particular 'higher activity
waste'. On the presumption of a once through fuel cycle for new nuclear power stations (and
therefore assuming no reprocessing of spent fuel), higher activity waste will comprise of spent fuel
and intermediate level waste (ILW).'
Para B 1.3 states that 'Geological disposal is the way in which higher activity waste will be
managed in the long term.' and in B 3.5, page 16 that 'Government is committed to geological
disposal as the [THE] technical solution' for higher activity wastes. Geological storage would
include separated plutonium and depleted uranium stockpiles (currently not classified as wastes).
However other HAW management options are now being considered by Government including
'waste-burning' possibilities (for HAW‟s and Pu). A possible 'plutonium reuse' decision may be
taken in 2015 by DECC, following NDA proposals and ONR advice. The decision will consider
taking forward or not the building of a CANDU or PRISM 'fast' reactor demonstration scheme and
or use of MOX fuel in any new-build Pressurised Water Reactors (PWR‟s). DECC's decision will
hopefully help identify possible robust management options and planning requirements for the
UK's 123 tonnes of separated plutonium (nearly half the world total) potentially rising to about 140
tonnes.
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MOX use would require additional assessment to the 'once-through' Generic Design Assessments
(GDA‟s) already passed, and the NPS would need to be revised accordingly. The use of
Generation IV 'burn or breed' reactors to potentially manage HAW's and plutonium would also
require a significant review, not least compared in terms of other options, particularly
immobilisation.
Considering the security implications, the use of plutonium to kick-start a future tranche of fast
reactors (e.g. the 20 GW fast reactor scenario in HMG's Pathways report 2014) would need to be
thoroughly understood in terms of what, where, when, how and why, rather than just a seemingly
attractive conceptual understanding.
Note that only a few grams (e.g. 4g) of tritium are contained in strategic nuclear devices (see
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/the-tritium-factor-1305046.html). This is sufficient to
create a thermo-nuclear device of up to 100 (?) times the yield of a plutonium device, which itself
may only weigh around 6 kg (http://www.ricin.com/nuke/bg/bomb.html). Tritium is produced in
nuclear reactors or particle accelerator devices. Worse, thousands of tonnes of tritium per year
could be required globally as 'fusion fuel' if utility-scale fusion reactors were ever proven or
deployed. So the global security implications of plutonium theft from separated stockpiles or
plutonium fuel cycles worldwide are potentially much greater than generally understood.
Presumably, detailed plans for simple but effective thermo-nuclear devices will become available
on the internet at some point if they are not already.
iv)
Global and national security concerns
The high and increasing level of global terrorist activity since the 2011 NPS suggest a fundamental
re-evaluation of national security regarding nuclear power. Such a security review would include
issues relating to the NPS listed sites.
The UK risk level was raised to 'severe' in 2014 and new motivations and malicious attack
pathways are emerging. Government statements about 'decades-long conflicts' e.g. against
'Islamic State' and security service warnings that 'some terrorist attacks will inevitably get though
the net' suggest a fundamental rather than incremental review. The disastrous and illegal invasion
of Iraq in 2003 by the US and the UK and some subsequent conduct there has radicalised some
Muslims and provided a rationale for Islamist retaliation against the 'West'.
The failure to date of prolong talks with Iran over proliferation concerns may increase the risk of
pre-emptive military attack on Iranian nuclear facilities e.g. by Israel (to which the UK exports arms
and considers a 'friend'). Such possible events would probably have significant additional
implications for UK national security particularly in terms of providing a rationale for 'retaliation'
against UK nuclear facilities.
The emergency planning zones around the listed sites were reviewed by the ONR recently and are
recommended for reductions in some areas due to predicted lower accident (non-malicious) risk.
However, considering the global security environment in general (e.g. recent terrorist acts in
France, Australia and Canada), and the UK risk level in particular, suggest otherwise. Surely an
increase in 'defence-in-depth', be it concrete thicknesses, distances and clear areas to security
fences, and the emergency zones outside the fence, is prudent, if the plan is not discontinued.
For example, small drones, which are becoming widely available and popular consumer products,
would presumably pose a 'reasonably foreseeable external threat' and a serious one. Some
detailed reasons for concern about drones and other technologies which could be used with
malicious intent against nuclear power stations are set out in Annex 4.
A drone travelling at 50 mph can cover 900 metres in 40 seconds. So it would probably require at
least that distance of clear-felled area from buildings to perimeter fence for security measures to
have even a 40 second reaction time (i.e. contact-identification-assessment-action). Such clear
distances around the buildings would probably require a 400-500 hectare site area, which is much
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greater than the 60-100 hectares recommended for a multi-gigawatt site (of which the buildings
might cover 10 hectares).
Any security or zonal changes may have various adverse planning implications including road
access, bio-diversity and visual amenity (e.g. bio-diversity, ancient woodland, and old hedgerows
around the currently proposed 200 hectare Sellafield Moorside site).
The NPS defence-in-depth security measures from concrete wall thicknesses to distances to
perimeter fences and emergency planning zones beyond should be reviewed by Government with
regard to a severe risk of malicious attack, rather than focus on the low probability of accidental
releases, even if the ONR advise otherwise. This article may help focus on the issues: see
http://www.scotsman.com/news/environment/scotland-s-secret-nuclear-disaster-plan-revealed1-3657911
Future generations globally will not thank the English for promoting the spread of nuclear
technology, materials and expertise around the world, on the false promise that it is essential to
avoid dangerous climate change or that UK electricity might be a bit cheaper for a while.
v)
Climate change issues
The sites listed in the NPS were assessed using UK Climate Projections 2009. Revised projections
of sea level rise and storm events (IPCC 5th Assessment 2014) suggest a comprehensive review
of the eight coastal sites e.g. alternative less vulnerable sites in a 2030 guidance, possibly
including 'inland' SMR sites (e.g. industrial sites possibly including CHP).
The possibility that the NPS sites become long-term Spent Fuel stores if a GDF or other
management options do not materialise, should at least be assessed and spelt out to politicians
and public for informed local decision-making. The listed sites have different coastal vulnerabilities.
For example, C 2.34 page 29 that 'the EA advises Bradwell station could potentially be protected
against flood risk, sea level rise etc assuming built on higher or raised ground. What estimate for
2100 or 2140 sea level rise would result in site disqualification?
The £2 billion for site works in the CAPEX cost of Hinkley C (which appeared to add to a £ 14
billion cost estimate recently) is probably very much due to protection against flood risk and coastal
erosion. One local observer has made the following comments:
'Having looked at the flood risk assessment documents for the DCO (development consent order)
for Hinkley C it becomes clear why the engineering costs to build these two vulnerable reactors are
so enormous. The site and its road access routes are dissected by flood zones, according to the
Environment Agency maps which illustrate the flood risk areas. Aerial photographs as recent as
the floods of 1981 at Hinkley show the original A and B stations virtually isolated as an island and
flood water cutting through the access to the proposed Hinkley C site'.
In the authors view, the Hinkley C concrete leviathan could become a monument to poor planning
set in the British coastscape for geological time if these issues are not looked at afresh (a rival to
Glastonbury Tor perhaps?).
A revised NPS would do well to comment on what level of estimated sea level rise, either by the
EA or by the IPCC, (e.g. in the 6th IPCC Assessment - 2020 ?, 7th in 2025 ? ) would trigger a
sustainability re-appraisal and the appropriateness of the listed sites, and any Development
Consent Orders given for any sites. Also, what are the planning issues around a inland central
store (B 4.4 central storage facility) given the issues arising from the GDF MRWS process? The
NPS is a planning guidance for developers and the plan timescale might be extended to 2030 or
beyond in a review. The implications would extend to beyond 2140.
vi)
Radioactive waste management events
Cumbria County Council's withdrawal from the MRWS deep geological repository process, and
problems rather than progress globally, suggests radioactive waste management should be
included in a review. The GDF thermal modelling computer error (published New Years Day 2014)
was a serious miscalculation. It has probably wiped out any significant reductions in timescale
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suggested for moving new-build Spent Fuel to a GDF (or GDF‟s) and may have other implications.
During the time of the NPS development it was repeatedly stated that the new-build spent fuel
delivery timescale could well be reduced to significantly before 2030 and that the storage
technology itself (including thermal processes) was essentially understood if not proven.
Given the thermal computer modelling error, new-build Spent Fuel presumably may only be cool
enough by 2040+ at earliest, e.g. Hinkley start 2023 + 60 years operation + 60 years cooling =
2043 (minus any ways in which RWML might reduce cooling timescale e.g. canister size, burn-up
mixing).
New 'second tranche' schemes on the NPS listed sites could add another 9 GW of reactor capacity
(i.e. in addition to the 16 GW currently proposed). This would add to the spent fuel arisings and
hence the underground footprint of a GDF. A 25 GW programme would increase the GDF footprint
from 6 km2 (legacy-only) to about 13.5 km2 in harder rock, and from 9 km2 (legacy-only to about
36 km2 in sedimentary rocks (see Annex 5) which has implications for GDF siting and numerous
planning issues.
Could an NPS review consider these planning issues? Could it also provide a calculation for the
latest GDF underground footprint estimates for harder rock and lower strength rocks for 16 GW
and possible 25 GW programmes on the listed sites? This would clarify if MOX is included in the
RWML estimates, preferably detailing the difference between MOX and once-through footprint
estimates.
vii)
Health effects of ionising radiation from new build
The latest evidence of the effects of radiation from nuclear power stations needs to be reviewed,
including evidence and lessons learned from Fukushima, Japan since the core meltdowns and
damage to spent fuel ponds.
There are always routine discharges and the potential for 'minor' accidental releases which
presumably need cumulative assessment as regards health risk. The cumulative level of nuclear
output by 2100 could be anything from 225 TWh (i.e. only Sizewell B at 9 TWh/y over 25 years) to
a multi-tranche 25 GW deployment generating 12,000 TWh (i.e. 196 TWh/y for 60 years + Sizewell
B) or more. That's a difference of over 50 times. Could a revised NPS better explain how whatever
plan meets the Ionising Radiation regulations?
viii)
Wider issues relevant to the NPS and the Imperative Reasons of Overriding Public
interest 'IROPI' or rationale that underpins the NPS
Section A of Vol II of the NPS sets out the examination of IROPI, the rationale for the need and
'plan' for a new-build nuclear programme.
Para A 1.1 states: The Nuclear NPS is a “plan” for the purposes of the Habitats Directive.
Its objective is to facilitate the delivery of new nuclear power electricity generation on some or all of
the sites listed in this NPS by the end of 2025 preferably significantly before.
Para A 1.2 states: „Appropriate Assessment ... cannot rule out the potential for adverse effects on
the integrity of European sites‟.
Para A 1.3 states: In line with the requirements of the Habitats Directive, the assessment went on
to consider whether there were alternative solutions to delivering the requirements of the plan
Several global and UK energy issues that may significantly alter the 2011 IROPI nuclear rationale
(cost of low-carbon electricity and energy security) have emerged, others are simply more evident
now. Various inter-related issues are discussed in the sections below.
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2.
Ecological considerations
In June, it emerged that the RSPB is concerned that the construction and operation of the planned
Sizewell C project could have a „major impact‟ on nearby internationally and nationally important
wildlife habitats:
http://www.ipswichstar.co.uk/news/sizewell_c_could_have_major_impact_on_wildlife_at_minsmere
_says_rspb_1_4146969
The RSPB said: “At this stage our main concerns about the proposal are its proximity to
internationally and nationally important wildlife sites and especially RSPB Minsmere and RSPB
North Warren nature reserves. “Although there will be no direct development on the reserves there
is potential for direct damage to wetland and fen habitat bordering RSPB Minsmere.”
“There is also potential for impacts on RPSB Minsmere‟s wetland habitats through changes to
water availability; impacts on coastal processes and the Minsmere coastline; and direct
disturbance of protected wildlife species within the reserve, specifically bittern and marsh harrier.”
Ornithologists fear the development may change water levels in ditches and the groundwater,
which could potentially have “significant impacts” on rare wetland wildlife. If Sizewell C has its own
sea defences, they could impact on neighbouring habitats by changing the shape and behaviour of
the shoreline and freshwater habitats. Minsmere has 100,000-plus visitors a year and plays a vital
role in the community, contributing more than £3 million to the economy and supporting over 100
jobs.
In July 2015, NuGen Ltd released a consultation document which indicated that the site area for
their proposed triple AP1000 project at Moorside, near Sellafield, needs to be increased from the
original 200 hectares to up to 552 hectares.
Additional Scoping Land / Moorside Search Area:
http://www.corecumbria.co.uk/newsapp/pressreleases/pressmain.asp?StrNewsID=360
3.
Cost to consumers
Consent-deals for 15.4-18.4 GW of new nuclear capacity by 2030, plus some gas CCS (potentially
including UK shale), could well lock out much, or any, need and low-carbon funding for building
renewables capacity in the 2020s. Yet, alongside some moderate BECCS or gas with CCS
schemes, realistic indigenous renewable energy deployments to 2030 could deliver all the required
low-carbon electricity to decarbonise the sector (i.e. renewable schemes generating 110 TWh/y by
2020 and an additional 150 TWh/y of schemes in the 2020s).
By 2030, up to 50 % of electricity demand could be generated either from wind, or new-nuclear or
gas:
http://www.businessgreen.com/digital_assets/8521/Energy_dependency_and_resilience_v2_1.pdf.
Yet the public are ill informed about such historic energy choices.
This paper points out flaws and misleading analysis in the IROPI examination of 'diverse' and
„secure‟ fuel mixes and „proven‟, „reliable‟ electricity supplies. The contrast between a centralised,
inflexible baseload nuclear Grid and a decentralised network comprising multi-renewables with
flexible high-redundancy balancing and back-up and dual fossil-renewable gas options, is set out.
Carbon-negative technologies (e.g. BECCS, bio-SNG) and carbon-negative scenarios and
incentives are also included which have been almost entirely absent in debate, scenarios and
policy formulation to date.
A Habitat‟s IROPI case and the wider three-pillared nuclear new-build rationale essentially only
rests on a lone pillar of cost of electricity to the consumer. Much of the nuclear cost is set at £
89.50 /MWh for 35 years for a Hinkley C & Sizewell C deal (fully-index linked to CPI at Oct 2013
prices).
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Advances in renewable energy technologies and deployment techniques, together with advances
in storage, electrolysis and transmission technologies and techniques are continuing to drive down
renewable electricity system costs to below nuclear-inclusive system costs.
Onshore wind and PV technology costs and „Contracts for Difference (CfD‟s) are already lower
than the EPR nuclear CfD, especially over a 60 year rolling programme of equivalent output.
Offshore wind scheme costs are estimated to be equal to or lower than nuclear by the mid 2020‟s
when the first nuclear schemes might be commissioning. A January 2014 ETI cost estimate for
floating offshore wind is „£ 85 /MWh or lower by mid-2020s‟ and „forecast to drop to £ 64 /MWh by
2030‟: http://www.eti.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/PelaStar-LCOE-Paper-21-Jan-2014.pdf
In July 2015, Statkraft released a report by BVG also with central-estimates of £85 /MWh LCOE for
offshore wind schemes generating by 2025: see http://statkraft.com/globalassets/4-statkraftuk/offshore_wind_more_for_less_pages.pdf
Recent cost reductions in battery technology have also been widely publicised and debated yet a
potentially very significant cost reduction in commercial electrolyser technology could soon be
achieved using low-cost nickel-iron oxide catalysts with a conversion efficiency of 82 percent at
room temperature: http://news.stanford.edu/news/2015/june/watersplitter-catalyst-062315.html
Such technological advances and resulting renewable system cost reductions have eroded and
even reversed the 2011 Habitat‟s IROPI and the „cost to consumers‟ policy rationale for planned
new-nuclear construction.
The main upward pressure on renewable energy costs is the damage to investor confidence
caused by the new Government‟s policies such as the July budget‟s retroactive Levy Exemption
Certificate subsidy removal with one month‟s notice. Policy uncertainty is a sure-fire way to
damage the potential of an indigenous renewables industry in a country with one of the most
abundant arrays of renewable energy resources.
DECC needs to transparently review the electricity costs of a multi-GW nuclear roll-out versus
optimal mixes of offshore wind, PV, onshore wind and (biomass energy) carbon capture and
storage (BE)CCS. Any cost-benefit of a new nuclear roll-out would then need to outweigh its
significant dis-benefits of security risks (terrorist and foreign ownership) and proliferation.
Justifiable cost benefits or disproportionate security and health risks should be determined by the
UK public, security services and National Security Council, not just within DECC or Cabinet offices.
4.
Energy security and Natural Gas
The issue of „energy security‟ and the vulnerability to imported natural gas (particularly from
Russia) was a major pro-nuclear rationale in the national debate since around 2004, and during the
period of the NPS's development. The debate occurred during the decline of the UK's North Sea
gas field resources, However, around the same period the UK significantly increased its LNG
terminal capacity for global imports (e.g. from Qatar) and also has secure long-term supplies from
Norway. So the risk of any direct threat to UK gas supplies by Russian actions has remained
minimal and even indirectly marginal even if Russian supplies to mainland Europe were restricted.
The emergence of shale gas globally since the 2011 NPS has further improved UK gas security for
the time being. Furthermore, the UK Government‟s desire to develop a UK shale gas extraction
industry from its provisionally very large-scale geological resource surely renders the future threat
deemed to UK gas security as minimal in the new Government‟s view.
Indeed, even as the recent Ukrainian conflict intensified, the Coalition Government felt sufficiently
relaxed to cut back on onshore wind, offshore wind, PV, and biomass developments despite the
then nuclear programme slippage from 2018 to 2023 earliest. The further nuclear uncertainties
emerging in the last couple of months about the EPR pressure vessel castings and safety valves,
and associated EPR issues have not stemmed the new Government‟s desire to cut back
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renewable energy deployments despite concern expressed about Centrica‟s gas import deal with
Russian energy utility Gazprom in May 2015 :
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/energy/oilandgas/11602866/Centrica-tobuymore-gas-from-Russias-Gazprom-and-Statoil.html
The cut-back in funding Levy Exemption Certificates for onshore wind, biomass and other
renewable energy production in the Government‟s July 2015 budget also clearly indicate that the
new Government does not prioritise the energy security provided by such cost-competitive
renewable sources. Indeed, the renewables cuts will probably result in the UK being unable to
meet its EU renewables „commitment‟ of generating 15 % of final energy demand by 2020 (without
paying for renewable energy imports). The EU commitment is part of a plan to reduce EU energy
import dependency.
It has been widely assumed that the electricity sector would have to generate about one third
(around 110 TWh/y) of its forecast 2020 electricity demand, if not as much as 130 TWh/y, to help
meet its 15 % by 2020 renewable energy commitment (of probably 220-240 TWh/y) *. This
estimate was based on a progressive investment in energy efficiency (e.g. building standards/retrofit) and renewable heat deployments (e.g. heat pumps), for which incentives were also cut back in
the July budget.
(*30% of 2020 electricity NAO report Note 1, page 3:
http://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/10303-001-Levy-Control-Framework.pdf)
Since 2011 industry estimates of practical 2020 renewables deployments, mainly wind and PV,
have ranged up to about 15 GW of onshore wind (generating 37 TWh/y), 13-17 GW of offshore
wind (45-60 TWh/y ), and 15-20 GW of PV (14-19 TWh/y). Such a 95-115 TWh/y contribution
along with biomass (20+ TWh/y), hydro (6 TWh/y) and smaller electricity generating renewables
(e.g. Swansea Bay demo lagoon at 0.5 TWh/y) would have made a much-needed contribution to
meeting the UK‟s energy commitment (without interconnector imports).
Now, under current funding and policy uncertainty 2020 deployments of wind and PV may be more
like 10 GW of onshore wind (25 TWh/y), 10 GW of offshore wind (34 TWh/y) and 12 GW of PV (11
TWh/y) amounting to around 70 TWh/y rather than 95-115 TWh/y. Foregoing even 25 TWh/y of
renewable electricity would require the equivalent of burning of about 50 TWh/y (5 bcm) of natural
gas (thermal) energy in gas-fired power stations (and producing 9.5 mt CO2). Current UK gas
demand is about 70 bcm of which about 30 bcm is by pipeline from Europe.
Onshore wind, which is also the lowest-cost large scale renewable energy source and publicly
popular, may well be pegged at around 10 GW (generating 25 TWh/y electricity) rather than
achieving a 2030 deployment levelling off at perhaps twice that.
Even a nuclear programme starting in 2018 would not have helped reduce gas supplies in the next
few years. Worse, the nuclear plan, routinely described as an 'essential', „key‟ or „crucial‟ lowcarbon energy solution by all the main parties and some media, has itself undermined the need for
renewables deployment this decade and next. It would also have eaten significantly into the
Treasury-capped Low Carbon Fund (LCF) of £ 7.5 billion in year 2020.
It is difficult to see how at least 110 TWh/y of renewable electricity by 2020 could be funded if the
Hinkley C project had commenced operation in 2018 (25 TWh/y at £92.50 / MWh CfD costing
£2.3 billion per year), let alone the Sizewell C scheme too by 2020 (50 TWh/y at £89.50 / MWh
costing £ 4.5 billion in year 2020). After subtracting the forecast 2020 wholesale electricity price,
which may be from around £ 50 / MWh to the DECC forecast of £ 63 /MWh* then the nuclear
drawdown from the LCF would have been between £ 0.74-1 billion a year for Hinkley C, and
£1.32-2 billion in year 2020 if both EPR‟s were built.
(*http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/energy/10942168/Green-energy-budget-facessqueeze-as-powerprices-forecast-to-stay-flat-this-decade.html)
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As the nuclear CfD is fully CPI index-linked to October 2013 prices then the drawdown may be
somewhat higher in 2015 prices: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/initial-agreement-reachedon-new-nuclear-power-station-at-hinkley.
For renewables averaging £80 / MWh CfD (in 2015 prices and minus post budget LECs) when
commissioning between 2018-2020 (e.g. onshore wind and PV) the draw on the LCF would be
£17-30 million per TWh generated, and for offshore wind CfDs averaging £116 / MWh the draw
would be £ 53-66 million per TWh. A mixed renewables portfolio comprising nearly 50 % of
offshore wind would draw £35-48 million per TWh. So if both EPRs had been operational by 2020
generating 50 TWh/y the draw on the LCF would have paid for around 38-42 TWh/y or more of
wind, PV and biomass.
So the planned nuclear programme (starting 2018) would presumably have displaced a mixed
portfolio renewables deployment of nearly the same output given a capped LCF. Consequently the
nuclear programme would NOT have added to UK energy security but would have significant
damaged the UK‟s ability to achieve its 2020 EU renewables commitment.
Furthermore, the nuclear programme would hardly have added to a „balanced„/„mixed' or resilient
energy system because it would have displaced a mix of offshore wind, onshore wind, PV and
biomass deployments. It would also have displaced unstoppable indigenous energy sources (wind,
PV and some biomass) with imports of uranium, the global supply of which is under growing
Russian influence (e.g. Rosatom: http://www.mining.com/new-york-times-takeson-the-clintons-anduranium-one-connection/ and Kazakhstan).
5.
The latest nuclear deployment timeline
Given the five year slippage (to date) in the planned nuclear deployment timeline the energy
security and cost effectiveness arguments are even weaker, if not clearly negative. For a
wind+PV+ biomass portfolio of renewable schemes commissioning 2023 (i.e. the earliest Hinkley C
start) the average CfD may well be around £85 / MWh (e.g. a mix of wind / PV at £75-80 / MWh
and offshore wind at £90-95 / MWh).
So the nuclear programme would currently simply replace a broad mix of renewables with a single
import-dependent source based on one technology (described as „unbuildable‟) for zero energy
security benefit (e.g. no net reduced gas imports) or „system‟ costs (assuming renewables
balancing and back-up costs are about £3-5 / MWh more than the nuclear system balancing and
back-up costs).
Even more alarming, the statements of a second tranche and deals which may see consent being
given for Chinese and or other reactors on one or more of the remaining listed sites, would very
likely severely damage renewables confidence and investment in the 2020s. Renewables
deployment in the 2020s could well decline to half that of the deployment before 2020 (about 110
TWh/y by 2020 to honour EU commitment) and could fall to essentially zero in the 2020s (see
Annex 6).
This is far from what the British public and many politicians think is happening. Siemens and Dong
too will be wondering why they are still building an offshore wind manufacturing plant along the
Humber estuary (perhaps for medium term export to German and mainland Europe North Sea
sectors).
The emergence of global shale gas production at large scale, particularly in the US, from
seemingly nowhere in 2011 when the IROPI rationale was set out, has changed the global energy
picture significantly, whatever the various concerns and downsides (including worker accidents in
the US). The UK Government supports the development of at least some of the UK's potentially
massive shale gas 'sources' (provided issues of concern do not arise or are resolved).
Consequently, global and possibly UK shale gas availability has or could potentially have
significant energy security benefits (even if the net cost benefits of UK shale to the UK economy
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were minimal or marginally negative). It has also been argued that the current low global oil and
gas prices could shut down production at some North Sea fields resulting in higher oil and gas
imports. However, this could preserve indigenous sources as a 'strategic reserve' for the 2020's
and future decades. So the net decadal energy security benefits and dis-benefits of shale need
assessing and the effect on the nuclear IROPI rationale.
6.
Renewables (four significant electricity sources)
Also highly relevant to the 2011 IROPI nuclear rationale are the fast reducing costs of PV and
onshore wind energy (deployable at scale before 2025). Onshore wind, PV and offshore wind
continue to have high public support. The cost modelling, which is a foundation of the 2011 IROPI
rationale, needs to be continually assessed and transparently so.
What are the technology cost-time curves put into the „black box‟ model? DECC agreed at the
February 2013 DECC NGO Forum that the electricity system could be decarbonised by 2030
without nuclear stations but that it would cost about £40 billion more by 2050. Yet even the DECC
cost figures used at the meeting were already out of date.
A key technology cost is that of offshore wind by end of 2025, the end of the current NPS plan,
given the huge scale of the UK wind resource and the offshore deployment capacity by 2025.
Record-breaking 8 MW turbines have just been consented for the Burbo Bank extension:
http://www.rechargenews.com/incoming/1380526/V164-8MW-sets-new-powerrecord.
In the authors view, it would be a national disgrace if a cost-competitive UK or UK-based offshore
wind industry and major indigenous secure fuel source was displaced (TWh for TWh) by locked-in
consents and deals for foreign nuclear technology and investment by 2020 and further tranches by
2025.
In the four years since Fukushima the Japanese have moved quickly in developing floating
offshore wind turbines (http://www.gwec.net/japans-offshore-wind-development-speeding/).
Furthermore, the visual impact of new leviathan nuclear power stations on Britain's coast-scape
would, by any measure, have greater visual impact of the offshore windfarms in the sea-scape that
the nuclear stations would displace.
7.
Diverse and balanced mixes
Para A 2.2 Volume II, page 2 states: 'Part 2 of EN-1 explains the two key policy goals that drive the
need for new electricity generation. The first is the need to decarbonise the economy. ... The
second is that it is critical that the UK continues to have secure and reliable supplies of electricity....
To do this, we need sufficient capacity to meet demand at all times (including a sufficient capacity
margin). We also need a diverse mix of technologies and fuels, so that we do not rely on any one
technology or fuel.'
Since the low-carbon energy debate started around 2004 HMG and most political parties and
institutions have consistently stated that a 'diverse' and 'balanced mix' of electricity sources is
needed (whatever the terms mean to different ministers and voters). However, a 'diverse' mix of
low-carbon fuel sources is hardly just a trio of nuclear, renewables and fossil CCS. 'Renewables' is
a term which includes several clearly distinct (mainly INDIGENOUS, definitely inexhaustible)
electricity sources.
It is possible that nuclear projects on at least five (16 GW) or all the eight listed sites (25 GW) could
all be consented and most, possibly all, could become operational by around 2030 given the level
of current political priority, CFDs and other incentives. If 16-25 GW did become operational by end
of 2030 nuclear power would then supply 38-60 % of the likely low-carbon electricity requirement
and 33-53% of UK electricity demand in 2031 (see Annex 7).
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It is difficult to see how one fuel and electricity source (nuclear) supplying the percentages given
above, out of about seven significant contenders, could be described as a 'diverse' or 'balanced'
mix'.
Indeed, the scale of nuclear output of a 25 GW nuclear deployment (196 TWh/y out of a 390
TWh/y demand in 2030) would reduce the four sizeable renewable fuel sources to an average of
around 10% each. Shockingly, the renewables deployment in the 2020's would probably be
reduced to just 15 TWh/y by 2030, just 14 % of the 110 TWh/y by 2020 deployment aimed for in
the previous decade to 2020 (see Annex 6, Scenario 3). Worse, the need for ANY renewables
deployment between 2020 and 2030 could even be completely wiped out if a comparatively
modest or larger deployment of fossil CCS (on indigenous shale gas?) went ahead (see Annex 6,
Scenarios 4 and 5).
Some NPS paragraphs on IROPI on page 6 of Vol II are factually wrong, misleading and confused.
The IROPI examination seems to tangle itself into knots on issues of capacity (intermittent,
baseload and back-up) and about 'diverse' and 'balanced' fuel mix and generating technologies.
Surely a reliable electricity supply is a function of the reliability of the 'mix' of fuel sources supplied
and the reliability of the electricity generating capacity and network infrastructure (which uses the
fuel sources, matches supply to demand constantly, and distributes electricity geographically)? The
analyses and scenarios set out in Annexes 6, 7, and 8 attempts to untangle the knots, or at least
explain the IROPI examination clearly, in order to better understand what would provide the most
robust, resilient and hence reliable electricity supply system.
Para A 3.5 and A 3.6, page 6 are demonstrably factually wrong (embarrassingly so) and need
completely rewriting. Para A 3.5 states:
'Nuclear generation is low carbon. The only other conventional thermal generating technology that
has the potential to be low-carbon is fossil fuels with CCS.'
Did the authors of the NPS not know about biomass? In Yorkshire, a 4 GW thermal generating
technology called Drax is converting three of it six boilers to burn biomass. The 1.9 GW conversion
was announced in 2012 and could be fully completed by 2016. So by the end of 2025 Drax would
be capable of supplying around 135 TWh from biomass (see Annex 9). So, Drax will have partially
mitigated the nuclear programme current 'slippage' of 435 TWh by the end of 2025 by one third.
8.
CCS, BECCS and SNG
Para A 3.6 page 6 states: „However, the complete chain of CCS has yet to be demonstrated at a
commercial scale on a power station and there is uncertainty about the future deployment of CCS
in the economy. As set out in Part 3 of EN-1, the expectation is that any new coal fired power
stations constructed after 2020 will install CCS... „.
In the 4 years since the NPS was written, and for many years before, CCS outside the UK has
quietly been progressing. The utility-scale CCS coal to synthetic natural gas (SNG) gasification
scheme in Dakota (sequestering 3 million tonnes of CO2 per year through a 200 mile pipeline) has
now been operating successfully since 2000. It is not scotch mist. It was operational several years
before the UK nuclear debate was even initiated by PM Tony Blair 'with a vengeance'.
Worldwide, there are now eight operating full-chain CCS projects (some for over 10 years) plus
fifteen under construction or advanced development. None are operating in UK, which has only two
in active planning, despite the UK's world-leading gas and offshore engineering background and
favourable natural geology for CCS deployment.
CCS technology and geological sequestration is simply much more proven than the EPR, AP1000
and Chinese ACR reactors (none of these designs are operational globally), let alone utility-scale
fast reactors (PRISM, other IFRs) or utility-scale SMR schemes. The EPR design has even
recently been described as 'unconstructable' by a nuclear engineering specialist at Cambridge
University:
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http://www.theecologist.org/blogs_and_comments/Blogs/2605273/unconstructable_hinkley_c_coul
d_end_uks_nuclear_dream.html
The EPR projects being built in Finland and France are years behind schedule and over-budget
and are in effect avoiding the emissions savings that their investment to date would have achieved
if it had been spent on windfarms, PV, geothermal, other renewables, fossil CCS or better still
BECCS (bio-energy with CCS). BECCS is 'carbon-negative' not just 'low-carbon' and has benefits
over fossil-CCS (see Annex 10). There is considerable wood biomass in Finland as there is in
Sweden where at least one company is developing BECCS:
https://www.iea.org/media/workshops/2013/beccs/1_Karlsson_BECCS.pdf.
There is now explicit inclusion of carbon-negative or BECCS technologies in the 2014 IPCC 5th
Assessment. The NPS is outdated. A 2.4 (page 1, Vol II) sets out 'the need for renewables, nuclear
and fossil fuels with CCS'. There was no mention of 'bio-energy with CCS'. DECC has been silent
on BECCS, and biogenic-SNG supply to the gas network for electricity generation was not included
in EN-1, the IROPI nuclear rationale, the NPS, or even in recent EMR incentives or DECC
initiatives. The CCC was also pretty quiet or in the dark too.
However, a little-known House of Lords Amendment to the Energy Act 2012 (Schedule 4, Clause
57) now specifically recognises the use of decarbonised gas via the gas network for electricity
generation. DECC and OFGEM already formally recognise biogenic methane as both renewable
and low-carbon (for heating purposes) in the modest-scale RHI incentive. Now, the production and
use of low-carbon to carbon-negative SNG (synthetic natural gas) needs to be included in scenario
development, climate policy, electricity and energy system modelling, and in a review of the IRPOI
nuclear rationale. Biogenic-SNG is an ideal fuel for use in wind / PV balancing and back-up gas
plants such as small decentralised fast, flexible aero-derivative gas turbines and fuel cells.
The production of low-carbon fossil SNG and carbon-negative biogenic-SNG, distributed via the
existing, paid-down UK gas network, for secure, decentralised, low-carbon electricity production,
should now be a high priority. Such a 'plan' would be a good fit with balancing intermittent wind and
PV, and would demonstrate possible large-scale climate protection using BECCS. It would also be
a good fit with UK industrial strategy, drawing on the UK's extensive gas and offshore engineering
experience, and natural resources (offshore storage sites). It would also demonstrate strategic gas
alternatives to mainland Europe's potentially increasing gas imports from Russia, with potential
export opportunities.
DECC should consider funding a CCS-fitted SNG production plant demo. There is a suggestion to
re-use an extant gasifier plant at the ex-British Gas Westfield Development Centre at Fife in
Scotland. Most of the site has been cleared, but the 'key' elements of a pilot plant, and all the
associated infrastructure have been retained.
The most likely UK Government funded CCS demo scheme at Drax, would include an 'up to' 2 foot
diameter CO2 pipeline, which National Grid say could be built by 2021. By 2025 to 2030 this one
pipeline could be sequestering about 17 million tonnes of CO2 per year from biomass and SNG
schemes at Drax and the Yorkshire region. This pipeline alone would be enough to achieve the
required level of the decarbonisation of the electricity sector without any nuclear new build if the
CO2 was from biomass (i.e. BECCS) as detailed in the scenarios paper presented at the February
2013 DECC NGO Forum.
9.
IROPI rationale update to a NPS review
The IROPI nuclear rationale in the NPS needs a fundamental strategic update and review for
numerous major reasons:
 the slippage of the nuclear programme (currently at least 5 years from 2017 to 2023 earliest)
which will result in 64 % of the plan's envisaged electricity output benefits to end of 2025 being
missed, while undermining other low-carbon generation;
 the global emergence of shale gas (whatever the concerns and disbenefits) since 2011,
providing greater supply options globally, and the UK's large LNG terminal capacity;
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the Government's intention to develop indigenous shale gas, potentially at large-scale, if viable
the continuing decline in onshore wind and PV costs and high deployability before 2023, and
possible reductions in offshore wind costs in the same timescale as a revised nuclear
deployment timescale (e.g. 2023-2030);
advances in other secure, low-carbon renewable technologies - including by UK companies
(hence UK economic benefits) e.g. PV-thermal, tidal lagoons, floating/vertical axis offshore
wind, fuel cells / electrolysers;
the inclusion of BECCS and decarbonisation of electricity generation using biogenic SNG and
bio-methane via the gas network;
the disbenefit of increasing non-diverse, un-balanced dependence on nuclear energy and
nuclear investment in the 2020s, at severe detriment to indigenous renewables deployment,
BECCS/CCS deployment with loss of export potential.

DECC needs to provide a reasoned IRPOI examination comparing the two electricity supply
systems below in terms of providing reliable electricity supplies in future decades e.g. 2020, 2030
and 2050:
 decentralised (mainly indigenous reliable renewables) with firm / high redundancy fast
balancing & back-up capacity;
 potentially carbon-negative, spatially distributed around urban and industrial sites linked into
CHP-DH schemes and with optional gas sources;
 centralised generating capacity comprising 5-8 very large multi-GW nuclear sites supplying 33
to over 50 % of 2030;
 electricity demand inflexibly (i.e. essentially baseload), from one imported potentially limited
source, and which pose attractive terrorist targets
Are there any SMART criteria (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SMART_criteria) that could be applied to
IROPI examinations? These could be set out for public transparency reasons. Otherwise, it is
difficult to see how the conclusions and decisions arising from the examination were not assertions
based on rhetoric, misunderstanding or a desire to do things a certain way come what may.
10.
Conclusions
All or some of the eight reasons listed in this paper may provide a valid rationale for a review of the
2011 NPS. There may well be other reasons that emerge, and which could also be included. It
would appear that a review is appropriate and timely for a knowledge-driven economy.
The paper suggests numerous issues for consideration and asks various questions which may be
of use in a review process.
In any event, renewables and (BE)CCS should be given their chance.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Annexes:
Annex 1 - NPS (EN-1) nuclear programme slippage
The delays in the delivering the planned 16 GW programme means that less low-carbon nuclear
electricity will have been generated by the end of the NPS timeframe. This early delivery was the
major rationale for the NPS. An estimate for the now possible or likely maximum cumulative
nuclear output to end of 2025, based on present information, is set out below and compared to the
envisaged original Plan cumulative output to identify the slippage in the Plan.
Estimate for electricity supplied by new-build nuclear projects to end of 2025 of the 2011 envisaged
'16 GW' programme (i.e. Hinkley C EPR starting 2017-18 and first Spent Fuel arising 2018 see
NPS Annex):
Hinkley C start Jan 2018 at 3.2 GW at 90 % cf generating 25 TWh/y for 8 years
Sizewell C start Jan 2019 at 3.2 GW at 90 % cf generating 25 TWh/y for 7 years
Wylfa B start Jan 2020 at 3.2 GW at 90 % cf generating 25 TWh/y for 6 years
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Oldbury B start Jan 2022 at 3.2 GW at 90 % cf generating 25 TWh/y for 4 years
Other start Jan 2024 at 3.2 GW at 90 % cf generating 25 TWh/y for 2 years
Total programme output to end of 2025 = 675 TWh/y (27 years at 25 TWh/y)
Currently possible / likely maximum cumulative output of '16 GW' (15.5 GW) programme to end of
2025 (based on statements and possibilities / probabilities, late 2014):
Hinkley C start Jan 2023 at 3.2 GW at 90 % cf generating 25 TWh/y for 3 years
Sizewell C start Jan 2024 at 3.2 GW at 90 % cf generating 25 TWh/y for 2 years
Wylfa B start Jan 2023 at 2.8 GW at 90 % cf generating 22 TWh/y for 3 years
Oldbury B start Jan 2024 at 2.8 GW at 90 % cf generating 22 TWh/y for 2 years
Moorside start Q4 2025 at 3.5 GW at 90 % cf generating 27 TWh/y for 0.25 years
Total programme output to end of 2025 = 240 TWh/y
Consequently, a '16 GW' programme output might now generate about 36 % (240 / 675) of that
originally envisaged and planned for in the NPS to end of 2025. So, the 'slippage' is currently
probably around 64 %.
The 15.5 GW of capacity would then be generating 121 TWh/y assuming 90 % baseload from
2026 (i.e. fence output to Grid, subject to about 7 % transmission losses typical of any large
centralised power plants).
Note: if the „unconstructable‟ EPRs Hinkley C and Sizewell C did not proceed then the programme
output would fall further to just 115 TWh by the end of 2025 or just 17 % of what the plan was
trying to facilitate. That would be less than the output to end of 2025 of the 1.9 GW Drax biomass
conversion.
-------------Annex 2 - Global nuclear energy supply- global energy demand
Nuclear energy worldwide is currently supplying only about 2.3 % of global final energy demand
(i.e. 2,400 TWh/y out of just over 100,000 TWh/y global final energy demand in 2014).
Nuclear energy has little prospect for increasing that percentage, even under IAEA projections, and
then only for about 100 years at current uranium consumption and procurement limitations, unless
fast 'breeder' reactors ever became reliable, cost-effective and deployable at 100's of GW scale.
The IAEA's projected mid-range global reactor capacity is around 500 GW by 2030 (up from 370
GW currently). Most of this capacity was built in the 1970-80s so would be 40-50 years old by
2030.
500 GW would generate around 4,000 TWh/y (500 x 8.76 x 90 % capacity factor) by which date
global energy demand could well be over 120,000 TWh/y.
So 500 GW would supply about 3.3 % of global energy 2030. Similarly, higher nuclear projections
of 7,000 TWh/y or so by 2050 would only supply about 4.5 % of 2050 global energy (assuming a
rise to around 160,000 TWh/y by that time).
Even such optimistic projections are NOT an essential part of a climate solution. They are a
climate distraction given the level of political and media attention given to nuclear power due to
well-funded nuclear industry lobbying that nuclear energy is or could be a significant global energy
supplier and climate solution.
Is anyone really saying e.g. conservation biologists that renewables and CCS could only provide
95.5 % of global energy by mid-Century or whenever (due to limited renewable sources, land or
whatever) and so nuclear is 'key' to avoid brown-outs or climate disasters, regardless of the
serious and disproportionate intergenerational security and proliferation implications.
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(http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/nuclear-power-is-thegreenest-option-say-topscientists-9955997.html)
For example, the combined solar (PV / CSP), onshore wind and arid zone biomass resources in
just Australia (even on 5% of the land area) could probably generate well over all future global
energy demand (at lower cost that nuclear). Some of that renewable energy could even be
exported as liquefied bio-SNG. Yet most Australian politicians probably see only see lumps of
black coal and yellow uranium powder (Olympic Dam mine produces 0.5 tonnes of uranium per
1,000 tonnes of crushed rock: http://www.ippnw.org/pdf/uranium-factsheet3.pdf).
Many countries worldwide have massive renewable energy resources. For example, CSP schemes
on just the marginal lands of Morocco could generate the equivalent of all current global electricity,
and many sunny and desert countries have high resources than that, including Iran and other
Middle East countries currently being sold nuclear technologies. Floating CSP technology could
even reduce water evaporation in dry regions. For example Lake Nasser on average loses about
25 % of it water volume via evaporation and up to 40 % in „dry‟ years. CSP schemes covering Lake
Nasser‟s surface (5, 250 km2) could generate 750 TWh/y while keeping the water below much
cooler so possibly reducing evaporative water loss significantly.
In terms of bio-diversity and conservation, renewable sites can be very beneficial e.g. in and
around countryside PV sites (e.g. bees, wild flowers), and offshore windfarm sites (i.e. protected
breeding areas for fish).
-------------Annex 3 - Nuclear programme possibilities: 25 GW in a 2030 timescale
The currently planned projects on the five listed NPS sites, or alternative projects, could probably
be delivered and operational by end of 2030. However HMG has stated that the 16 GW
programme should be considered a first tranche.
This implies a second tranche of schemes may be consented before 2025. The remaining three
sites listed in the NPS (Bradwell, Hartlepool, Heysham) would presumably be prioritised by new
project developers, for the planning reasons set out in the NPS (e.g. limited large site availability in
England and Wales, transmission lines, etc).
By 2030 up to about 9 GW (e.g. 3 x 3 GW projects) might be consented and built on the three
remaining NPS listed sites e.g. Chinese designed and operated reactors following trade deals
surrounding Chinese investment in Hinkley C.
For example, three Chinese ACP 1000s, each about 900+ MW, might be built on each site:
http://www.world-nuclearnewsorg/NN-Chinese-reactor-design-passes-safety-review-0812145.html
This additional capacity might possibly be operational by the end of 2030. A deployment scenario
might be GDA by 2021, consents between 2022 and 2023 and 6-8 year construction times.
Possible scenario: first 3 GW scheme operational Jan 2029 generating 25 TWh/y, second
operational Jan 2030 generating 25 TWh/y, third operational Q4 2030 generating 25 TWh/y. The
additional output from the 9 GW would total 75 TWh/y from around 2031.
From around 2031 schemes on all the listed sites, amounting to about 24.5 GW (15.5 + 9) of newbuild capacity, would then generate around 196 TWh/y (121 + 75).
The 1.2 GW Sizewell B reactors are also expected to operate well after 2030 generating a further 9
TWh/y (at 85 % cf). So, the total fleet nuclear output in the 2030s from ALL the listed sites ('25 GW'
scenario) and Sizewell B would be about 205 TWh/y. The current 15.4 GW of planned schemes if
built plus Sizewell B would generate 130 TWh/y in the 2030s.
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For perspective, UK electricity demand (including transmission losses, excluding energy
generators own-use) in 2013 was 345 TWh/y and in 2030 it is/was forecast by National Grid to be
around 350 TWh/y, rising further beyond.
----------------Annex 4 – Threat of drones attack
The first clever, let alone professional, small drone attack by radicals or whoever on whatever will
be a wake-up call to public and politicians. The new threat has emerged from nowhere since the
NPS was published in 2011.
The fast emerging UAVs 'drones' threat, and enhanced terrorist threat issue generally, would
suggest that size of the site area should be reviewed in terms of 'defence-in-depth' security and
public safety in any NPS review. An increase in site area, potentially clear-felled to facilitate safe
drone killing-zones, may have significant implications for sites adjacent urban areas e.g.
Hartlepool, decentralised SMR's and sites near or constrained by protected areas e.g. SSSI‟s.
The NPS (ONR) currently recommends a site area of 30-50 hectares per (1.6 GW?) reactor/store
with regard to defence-in-depth site security (defined by IAEA), decommissioning area, etc (see
Section D9 page 277 of the NPS Annex). So a 2.8-3.4 GW twin / triple project might require a site
area (enclosed by the perimeter fence) to be around 60-100 hectares or more. The actual buildings
area footprint of a twin / triple reactor project might be about 10 hectares of the perimeter site area
(an educated guess). Presumably coastal sites with no public beach access and a (marked)
seaward exclusion zone might require a smaller secure land area.
Even a slow 'toy' or local superstore delivery drone could carry either a few kilograms of shaped
demolition charges, shrapnel, poison gas, petrol, chafe, glue, booby-traps, decoys, distraction
devices, and or whatever else. One heavily ladened small drone could probably travel at least 20
mph (9 meters per second) with a load of 5-10 kg. Just one 5 kg shaped charge can penetrate 0.75
meters (30 inches) of reinforced concrete, or 0.25 meters (10 inches) of steel:
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/systems/munitions/bullets2-shaped-charge.htm
Lone, several or mass drone attacks, some pre-programmed others controlled from anywhere
worldwide, could be staged against nuclear stations, fuel and waste transports (highly vulnerable to
destruction or theft) or other sites such as reprocessing and surface GDF facilities. Other drones
could video the proceedings in HD for download to the internet for to further radicalise whoever.
Once within the buildings area drones could run amuck. They could be flown through doors,
windows, holes in demolished walls, along corridors, and down vents. They would be tasked to
damage or destroy spent fuel ponds, cooling pumps, cooling pipes, heat exchangers, sub-stations,
diesel back-ups, control equipment, possibly reactor containments, and any armoured doors,
security guards, and plant employees who tried to stop them.
Multiple or mass drone attacks could precede, be a distraction, or form part of an attack by armed,
potentially suicidal, groups or even individuals who could then destroy whatever the drones had not
(e.g. with heavier demolition charges). Just one 20 kg demolition charge can punch a hole through
1.5 meters of concrete:
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&tab=core&id=8a5b5351149086437c6b80c5
a284794a
The Hinkley C double dome concrete containment walls (dome over reactor and other critical
areas) are 1.8 and 1.3 meters thick: http://www.areva.com/EN/operations-5345/epr-reactorprepared-for-every-situation.html#tab=tab5. The spent fuel ponds and diesel back-ups are is
behind one 1.3 or 1.8 metre wall:
(page 5: http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML0522/ML052280176.pdf)
Drones could be launched from cars or vans parked just beyond perimeter fences and could travel
quickly, and or possibly stealthily, to target. Site defence response times (i.e. target acquisition-
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assessment-decision-action) would be minimal. In 20 to 40 seconds a drone travelling at just 20
mph might cover 180 to 360 meters. Some currently available drones can reach 50 mph
(https://www.sensefly.com/drones/ebee.html) and are highly controllable and manoeuvrable at
speed (see this ground skimming and tree dodging drone race through a forest:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zDDsX5xYcA, or BBC Click 11th January 2015.
So, for example, a 20 to 40 second security reaction time (including threat elimination?) may
require a 500 to 1,000 metre visually clear (grass / sea) area around the buildings footprints.
Relatively fast travelling drone attacks, potentially numerous simultaneous drones with a mix of
malicious payloads and objectives, would probably require highly automated and physically
destructive anti-'aircraft' (i.e. small drone) 'point defence' systems e.g. requiring automated lowangle firing (e.g. rubber bullets / hail) over short ranges.
Drones launched from light aircraft would require high-angle anti-aircraft / drone defences. Small
single or twin engined aircraft can cruise at typically 100-200 knots (i.e. 50-100 meters per second)
or 1 kilometre every 10 to 20 seconds.
Perhaps the best defence may be anti-drone drones stationed within and around the sites.
However, site security then rapidly escalates to one of 'drone wars' and a drone technology gamble
which has to be won every time. Security personnel, and their security drones, would have to be
sufficiently alert and sufficiently armed to effectively guard against one sudden minutes-long attack
at any point in the 60 year reactor lifetime and a further 60 years guarding the Interim spent fuel
Stores.
The stores would have accumulated around 40 mTBq of radioactivity at each site which is nearly
half that of all legacy waste stored at Sellafield (estimated at around 87 mTBq).
The radioactive release of spent fuel pool fire could dwarf that of a core meltdown (see paras J, K,
and L in https://www.nirs.org/radwaste/talking%20points--fuelpoolfires.pdf). Note also that a partial
drainage of a spent fuel pond is more dangerous than a complete failure due to reduced air
cooling.
Obviously, a cold professional attack on a nuclear station using anything much bigger than small
drones, automatic weapons, RPGs, and or demolition charges, could be equally devastating but in
seconds rather than minutes. Some modern missiles, for example hidden on board a passing
yacht, motor boat or truck, can potentially penetrate several metres of concrete (it may take two
missiles a few seconds apart) and the thickest practical armour plate. The sinking of an Israeli
destroyer in 1967 by a missile-carrying motor boat was a major wake-up call to the world's navies:
http://www.navweaps.com/index_tech/tech-103.htm.
Coastal nuclear buildings near roads are stationary ducks. SMR secure site area would probably
need to be as extensive as their bigger brothers. They might have passive cooling but there could
be fuel and spent fuel around to add to the mess.
Politicians and public should realise that seemingly impregnable thick concrete buildings and steel
containments are like “weetabix” and butter to modern missiles and the hot jet of molten metal
some may inject into their targets. A 2.5 meter long 250 kg missile can pass clean through 1 meter
thick
double
reinforced
concrete
walls:
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L4198560,00.html.
Even a hand-held grenade launcher can get through 2 inch think steel armour from 150 yards and
can fire 5-7 rounds per minute: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M203_grenade_launcher.
A 500 meter secure clear area around a twin reactor buildings footprint (of say rectangle 400 m by
250 m = 10 Ha) would require around 175 Hectares (1,400 m x 1,250 m), reducing to possibly 130
hectares for a coastal site. That is about twice the currently recommended area. Similarly, a 1,000
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meter secure clear area around a twin-reactor buildings footprint (of rectangle 400 m by 250 m =
10 Ha) would require around 540 hectares (2,400 m x 2,250 m), reducing to possibly 400 hectares
for a coastal site. That's between four to over six times the currently recommended defence-indepth area.
Probable terrorist objectives would be partial or complete drainage or destruction of the spent fuel
ponds, destruction of sub-station and back-up diesel generators, cooling pumps and control
systems to prevent cooling, emergency response, etc. Achieving such objectives would result in
unstoppable spent fuel pool fires causing major airborne radioactive release, reactor damage or
meltdowns possibly resulting in radioactive releases, or at least a prolonged Grid outage or
permanent scheme closure. Such attacks would cause 'mass casualties' and or severe economic
disruption at minimum. A major attack could cost tens or even hundred+ £ billions (e.g. Fukushima)
in direct and indirect costs to the UK economy and nuclear 'accident' liability is about £1 billion.
Drones have all the potential to become a major weapon in asymmetric warfare in the 21st
Century. The unidentified flights over French nuclear stations recently should be a major wake-up
call. Military drones have been used to deadly effect by the US and UK in Yemen, Iraq,
Afghanistan and other countries, and by Israel above Gaza. Drone, or any other malicious, attacks
on UK nuclear facilities carried out by individuals or states who have themselves been attacked by
drones, or who may see Iranian nuclear facilities attacked on TV (with local civilian casualties), can
justify their actions as 'retaliation' which is a convincing argument to some, if not many, if not
millions.
What would be the year on year and maximum radioactivity of the spent fuel ponds? What would
be the consequences of a spent fuel fire in terms of radioactive release and effects on the
surrounding region?
At what threat or risk point would it take for the ONR or other security services to advise the
Government that a nuclear power programme would pose national security dangers that are
disproportionate to the Government's asserted climate and energy benefits? Such bodies do not
have the remit or expertise (energy system modellers or renewables and CCS specialists) to
compare or to advise on alternative energy pathways. The nuclear energy security risk can be
managed and minimised by ONR and the other security services, but the minimum risk is clearly
far higher than those of a non-nuclear energy system (i.e. far less toxic for mass casualties / panic,
and much more decentralised, robust, resilient infrastructure, so a much less politically attractive
target for terrorism).
The IROPI nuclear rationale includes 'cost to consumers' (along with energy security and lowcarbon supply). Considering the security issues above, which are much higher than for renewables
and CCS infrastructure, could the NPS (and EN-1) include some analysis and inclusion on the
costs of national security, rather than just technology, fuel, network and system (balancing and
back-up) costs?
National security costs /risks = £ 0 / MWh in DECC‟s 2050 electricity system Markal / other cost
modelling (currently)
Non-proliferation dis-benefit = £ 0 / MWh in DECCs 2050 electricity system Markal / other cost
modelling (currently)
E.g. showing wind and PV work in UK, so would certainly do in Iran, Yemen, Iraq (desert states
have massive CSP too).
Recently the head of UK security services said that 'we cannot hope to stop all terrorist attacks'.
On the day the French journalists were murdered in Paris by two Al Qaeda gunmen there was a
reading of the Counter-Terrorism and Security Bill in the House of Commons. It was attended by
about seven MPs (BBC Parliament coverage).
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The NPS defence-in-depth concrete thicknesses, site areas, security measures and emergency
planning zones need fundamentally reviewing with regard to a severe risk of malicious attack,
rather than focus on the low probability of accidental releases, even if the ONR advise otherwise.
-------------------Annex 5 - GDF footprint calculations for 16 GW and 25 GW programmes
Higher strength rock 13.5 km2 = (4.8 x 25/16 + 6 = 7.5 new + 6 legacy)
Sedimentary rock 36.5 km2 = (17.6 x 25/16 + 9 = 27.5 new + 9 legacy)
These estimates are based on 'Baseline/Upper (10 GW) inventory data in Table 4 page 9
'Estimated footprints for geological disposal' in the DECC / NDA report (August 2011).
New new-build estimates for the planned reactors on NPS listed sites (16 GW to 25 GW), following
the thermal computer modelling error identification in 2013, and including / excluding any MOX
options, need issuing by the responsible authorities for informed debate.
------------------Annex 6 - 2030 electricity sector scenarios
Depending on the Committee on Climate Change‟s (CCC) further recommendations around the
allowable carbon-intensity of the electricity sector in 2030 some gas-fired capacity could remain
unabated. The current 50 grams per kWh recommendation (50,000 tonnes per TWh of electricity)
equates to a CO2 cap of about 17.5 million tonnes per year in year 2030 from the electricity sector
(assuming 350 TWh/y electricity demand as used in National Grid‟s scenarios). That would allow
about 35 TWh/y of UNABATED flexible gas-fired electricity emitting about 13 mtCO2 (assuming
0.38 mtCO2 per TWh at average 50 % efficiency in back-up and balancing mode) and 4 mtCO2 of
emissions from CCS schemes, and emissions associated with low-carbon sources (IF the nuclear
fuel cycle is reviewed as genuinely low-carbon in the UK‟s inventory).
Electricity from renewables needs to achieve at least 110 TWh/y by 2020 (SoS Ed Davey in 2013
claimed that it would) to meet the EU‟s commitment (i.e. UK to supply 15 % of 2020 final energy
demand from renewables).
So, the need for additional renewables in the 2020s if a 15.4 GW nuclear programme were built
would be at most 75 TWh/y (assuming zero CCS or BECCS) i.e.:
Scenario 1: 350 demand - 130 nuclear (121 new-build + 9 Sizewell B) - 35 unabated gas - 110
renewables (to 2020) - 0 CCS - 0 BECCS = 75 TWh/y from renewables built in 2020s (i.e.
about 68 % of pre-2020s deployment)
If an 18.4 GW nuclear programme were built (i.e. including a 3 GW Chinese scheme at Bradwell
linked to the Hinkley C investment) then renewables build in the 2020s would be minimal, requiring
at most only an additional 25 TWh/y in the decade to end of 2030 i.e.
:
Scenario 2: 350 demand - 155 nuclear (146 new-build + 9 Sizewell B) - 35 unabated gas - 110
renewables (to 2020) - 0 CCS - 0 BECCS = 50 TWh/y from renewables in 2020s (i.e. about 45
% of pre-2020s deployment)
However, a minimal CCS deployment at least is probable by 2030. This could comprise the 0.3
GW (2 TWh/y) White Rose coal demo (possibly up to 30 % co-fired biomass), a Peterhead gas
demo and possibly a few new CCGTs. Consequently, the need for new renewable capacity in the
2020s would reduce further, potentially collapsing to near zero if not zero.
For example, if a 10 TWh/y CCS deployment by 2030 sequestering just 4 mt CO2 per year were
built (e.g. 0.3 GW White Rose oxy-fuel demo + 3 x 0.4 GW CCGT schemes) then 2020s
renewables build could fall to just 40 TWh/y in a 18.4 GW nuclear scenario. This might comprise
10 TWh/y from just 3 GW of offshore wind, 10 TWh/y from just 10 GW of PV and 20 TWh/y from
other renewables such as lagoons, tidal, hydro and biomass schemes.
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Such a minimal CCS scenario would be:
Scenario 3: 350 demand - 155 nuclear - 35 unabated gas - 110 renewables (to 2020) - 10
gas/coal CCS – 0 BECCS = 40 TWh/y from renewables in 2020s (about 36 % of pre-2020s
deployment)
However, a CCS deployment could be much larger, and the EU's 2030 climate-energy policy now
puts CCS generated electricity on the same footing as renewables. The UK industry's and the
Government's CCS ambition a few years ago was to deploy schemes sequestering up to 50 million
tonnes of CO2 per year by 2030.
Around 5-10 mtCO2 per year could be sequestered from industry sources. So, this and future UK
governments could incentivise large scale UK shale gas development on energy security grounds
(as some politicians suggest), in tandem with a large-scale CCS deployment, to potentially reach
up towards 100 TWh/y electricity supply from CCS-fitted gas fired plants by 2030 (producing 38
mtCO2/y of which may be 85 % or up to 32 mt would be sequestered and up to 6 mt emitted).
Such a large-scale CCS scenario would require a CCS deployment sequestering up to 32-42
million tonnes CO2 per year by end of 2030. Yet even a '36 mtCO2 per year‟ CCS deployment
would require just one 2 ft diameter onshore and offshore CO2 pipeline from just two regions
(e.g. Yorkshire, Teeside) and possibly a smaller gas pipeline reuse scheme from the Connah's
Quay area to depleted gas fields in Liverpool Bay.
So a 5-6 project nuclear build plus a 50-80 TWh/y fossil CCS scenario could essentially preclude
the need for any renewables deployment in the 2020s:
Scenario 4: 350 demand - 130 nuclear (5 projects + Sizewell B) - 30 unabated gas - 110
renewables (to 2020) - 80 gas CCS - 0 BECCS = 0 TWh/y from renewables in 2020s
Scenario 5: 350 demand - 155 nuclear (6 projects + Sizewell B) - 35 unabated gas - 110
renewables (to 2020) - 50 gas CCS - 0 BECCS = 0 TWh/y from renewables in 2020s
Such a prospect for renewables is probably almost unthinkable to most public and many politicians
and would be devastating for UK renewables industries. Nuclear would then supply 37-44 % of UK
electricity demand, the four significant renewables would collectively stagnate at 32 % (i.e.
averaging just 8 % per source) and gas (+ some coal/fossil waste) would supply 24-31 % of
demand.
A 2030 high nuclear + imported LNG / shale gas 2030 „mix‟ could comprise about:
4 parts nuclear + 0.8 wind + 0.8 PV + 0.8 biomass + 0.8 small renewables + 2.8 parts gas (or coal
+ waste). The two main constituents (nuclear and gas) could comprise nearly 70 % of total fuel
supply. Surely such possible scenarios cannot accurately be described as 'diverse' and 'balanced'
mix of fuel sources for energy security reasons.
In the high nuclear / CCS scenario the two fuels (uranium yellow-cake and LNG) would be
imported at scale, from limited global sources (roughly 50-100 year timescale). Supplies and routes
may require military protection (armed shipments) - hardly secure. The UK's highly secure
indigenous, limitless, renewable sources (apart from whatever biomass is imported e.g. cacti from
arid zone Commonwealth countries) would be pushed out in the 2020s to supplying just a few tens
of additional TWh/y by 2030 at best.
It could be argued truthfully that a 'diverse mix' could comprise 94% from one source and 1% each
from six other sources. However, when the term 'balanced' has so often been spoken by ministers
it is misleading to informed public debate (and dangerous on energy security grounds depending
on predominant sources). In terms of reliable supply and energy security an indigenous renewable
fuel source would always trump a potentially limited imported fuel source in very high one-source
fuel dependency scenarios. Especially if supplies are party owned or controlled by potentially
hostile regions (e.g. Russia).
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A reliable electricity supply is much more a function of the electricity generating technologies and
flexible, multi-fuel, robust (decentralised), resilient balancing, back-up and storage systems as
distinct to regular fuel supplies. Fuel imports of any kind can be maliciously disrupted whereas
indigenous renewable fuel sources (wind sun, etc) are inevitable over the next billion+ years and
cannot be maliciously disrupted.
A paper which detailed 2030 non-nuclear electricity system scenario (fuel sources and system
infrastructure) and sub-options on CCS/BECCS was presented at the February 2013 DECC NGO
Forum meeting. The main scenario is below (note the higher 390 TWh/y electricity in 2030 demand
as then estimated by the CCC and others). More fossil CCS could also be used in place of BECCS
and or some 2020s renewables to maximise deployment probability and avoid slippage:
Scenario 6: 390 demand - 10 nuclear (Sizewell B) - 100 unabated gas - 110 renewables (to
2020) - 20 BECCS – 0 CCS = 150 TWh/y from (the four significant electricity-producing)
renewables in 2020s
Note that up to 20 TWh/y would be carbon-negative from BECCS schemes (sequestering around
17 tm CO2 per year in 2030 e.g. one 2 ft diameter pipeline e.g. to Drax, or gasifier/methanator bioSNG sites). The BECCS would mitigate (reduce) the 38 mtCO2 per year emitted from the
unabated natural gas use to achieves CCC decarbonisation recommendations (of around 19.5
mtCO2/y). The 2020s renewables build of 150 TWh/y comprises mainly offshore wind and PV and
is only about 40 TWh/y higher than the renewables build in the 2010-2020 decade. Consequently,
the scenario would be a credible deployment plan/strategy given the experience gained and
renewables manufacturing capacity built.
The more recent estimate of 350 TWh/y electricity demand in 2030 would be more easily
achievable by renewables and with less unabated gas and or BECCS, e.g.:
Scenario 7: 350 demand - 10 nuclear (Sizewell B) - 70 unabated gas - 110 renewables (to
2020) - 10 BECCS – 0 CCS = 150 TWh/y from (the four significant electricity-producing)
renewables in 2020s
A reliable and secure electricity generating system, to make best use of fuel sources available, is
discussed in Annex 8
-------------------Annex 7 - 'Diverse' and 'Balanced mix'
Assume a significant low-carbon electricity 'source' were defined as potentially able to provide
around 100 TWh/y or more (i.e. compared to current electricity demand of 345 TWh/y rising to
possibly 350-390 TWh/y by 2030 and 500-600+ TWh/y by 2050).
Then the collective term 'renewables' would comprise four significant electricity-generating
sources i.e. wind (mainly or all offshore), solar PV, indigenous and possibly imported
biomass/wastes, and 'smaller renewables' (comprising hydro, tidal lagoons, marine currents, geothermal, wave, possibly inter-connector imports). Note, there are also about five distinct thermal
renewables sources each probably capable of at least 50 TWh/y thermal (i.e. air-source heat
pumps, ground and water-source heat pumps, solar thermal, geothermal heat), biomass heat
including CHP reject heat). Note that some renewable technologies generate electricity and heat
(i.e. biomass CHP, geothermal and vacuum tube/liquid cooled PV).
In terms of fossil sources, natural gas is clearly the key transition fuel (increasingly abated), oil+
CCS highly improbable, and coal + CCS is a possibility along with some fossil residual wastes
(preferably co-gasified with coal not incinerated).
The Government and most political parties have shown interest in, or are very keen, to develop the
UK's potentially very large-scale indigenous shale gas resources for energy security reasons. The
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UK also has some potentially significant levels of indigenous coal resources (deep mine, opencast
and potentially underground coal gasification which HMG is open to exploit with CCS if viable).
So there are arguably 7 distinct potentially significant low-carbon electricity sources: nuclear, wind,
PV, biomass, smaller renewables, natural gas+CCS, coal+CCS (possibly co-gasified with 10s to
100+ (?) TWh/y of fossil residual wastes to produce SNG).
The term 'diverse mix' of reliable fuels could still describe six or even five significant electricity
sources out of seven available. This is especially so if the fuels are indigenous and unstoppable
over time compared to imported and limited over time (e.g. it would be difficult to claim that
invading Middle East countries to acquire oil supplies constituted a reliable fuel source). A
'balanced' mix would strictly suggest a contribution of very roughly around 14 % from each of the 7
significant sources or more practically possibly up to 20 % or so from one or two of the more
mature, quickly deployable or lowest-cost or most secure sources.
Yet the current NPS and Government policy is facilitating projects on five or six sites (inc Bradwell)
which might supply 53-64 % of all the low-carbon electricity deployment incentivised under the RO
and CfD by end of 2025 (i.e. not including existing nuclear). New-build nuclear would supply 121146 TWh/y out of a low-carbon electricity requirement of around 228 TWh/y in 2025 *.
(*assuming 140 TWh/y low-carbon electricity is achieved and sufficient to meet climate policy in
2020 (e.g. renewables 110 to 120 + existing nuclear 20 to 30), rising to 315 TWh/y in 2030 (i.e.
350 demand - 35 unabated gas), so a linear increase during the 2020s would suggest that about
228 TWh/y low-carbon in year 2025 would be on track In terms of percentage supply to UK
electricity demand the NPS is currently facilitating 15.4 GW (121 TWh/y) by end of 2025 when UK
electricity demand may be 345 TWh/y. So, if the current five site nuclear programme were fully
deployed by the end of 2025 then nuclear power including Sizewell B would be supplying 37 %
(130 out of 345) of UK electricity demand.
If life-extensions to some AGRs were to happen (e.g. 15 TWh/y from extensions) then the nuclear
percentage would rise to 42% (145 out of 345) from just one of seven significant electricity
sources. By 2030 six projects could be generating 44% of UK electricity demand (155 TWh/y out of
350 TWh/y). Currently nuclear power generates about 18% of demand (64 / 340) and peaked at 25
% in the 1990s.
So, the NPS would facilitate a more than doubling of the nuclear contribution to over 40 % of UK
annual electricity demand at significant detriment to the deployment of indigenous renewable
sources and UK renewable industry prospects. Such a policy can not be described as delivering a
diverse, balanced and secure generating mix as routinely stated by the procession ministers and
politicians supporting the policy.
2030 possibilities The NPS provides guidance for 15.4 GW (five sites supplying 121 TWh/y) if not 18.4 GW (six sites
supplying 146 TWh/y) of nuclear capacity.
However, as seen from a January 2015 viewpoint, the programme has clearly slipped by about five
years and there seems a low prospect that five, let alone eight projects, could all be operational or
possibly even consented by the end of 2025.
From a July 2015 viewpoint the two EPR schemes, and the linked Chinese scheme at Bradwell,
could all fall through due to suspect pressure vessel forgings, faulty safety valves, legal challenges,
financial issues, security concerns (Chinese projects) and other difficulties. This would leave a 3.4
GW Moorside project and a possible ABWR at Wylfa opening around 2025 earliest followed by a
(sequential) ABWR at Oldbury by 2030.
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Meanwhile, the new Government have expressed confidence that the 15.4 GW programme is still
progressing and should be seen as a first tranche. Chinese reactors have been suggested for the
remaining listed sites, and a 7 GW tranche of SMRs night be possibly deployed by 2035.
The CCC has advised that the electricity sector should be almost fully decarbonised by 2030 to
meet climate emission targets and the EU has recently decided not to set a 2030 renewables
target following lobbying from the Green Growth Group chaired by former UK Secretary of State Ed
Davey. It is not clear if the UK's 2020 renewables EU commitment (15% of final energy demand by
2020) still effectively stands, at what penalty for non-compliance, or if it could be achieved in
practice. It would require at least 110 TWh/y (of intermittent renewables and biomass, mainly
conversions) from the electricity sector, or probably more (130 TWh/y?) considering progress in
renewable heat, and renewable transport fuels, and the lowering of incentives for offshore wind,
onshore wind and PV.
So, if viewed in an 'end of 2030' time scale, whether or not the NPS were revised to include a 2030
timescale, it is possible that nuclear projects on at least five or all the eight sites listed could all be
consented and most, possibly all, could become operational (given the level of current political
priority, CFDs and other incentives).
Such a possibility would see nuclear (one source) including Sizewell B (9 TWh/y) supplying 3744% of UK electricity demand (i.e. 130 to 155 out of 350 demand) by 2030, up from 18% over
recent times. In comparison, all the renewable sources would be supplying 31-50% (110 to 175 out
of 350) so each of the four significant renewables sources might supply just 8-12% per source.
Gas and coal with CCS would supply 6-32%.
In terms of the mix of the low-carbon total required by current CCS recommendations (i.e. probably
around 315 TWh/y in 2030), if new reactors were built at the planned or possible scale, the mix
would comprise 41-49 % from nuclear (i.e. 130 to 155 out of 315), 9-14% for each of 4 renewable
electricity sources (ie quarters of 110 to 175 out of 315), and fossil CCS 3-16% (i.e. 10 to 50 out of
315).
It is difficult to see how one electricity source (nuclear) supplying 41-49% of the likely low-carbon
requirement and 37-44% of UK electricity demand in 2031, out of about seven significant
contenders, be considered a 'diverse' or 'balanced' mix.
--------------Annex 8 - A reliable and secure electricity generating system (electricity generating
capacity and network infrastructure)
A reliable electricity supply = reliability of fuel source provision x reliability of electricity generating
capacity and network infrastructure (which uses the fuel source, matches supply to demand
constantly, and distributes electricity geographically).
An 18.4 GW nuclear scenario would see around 44% of 2030 electricity dependent on imports of
limited global uranium ores and generated on just 5 vulnerable centralised nuclear sites most
located at the end of long transmission grid spurs or loops (Sellafield Moorside). The possibility of
that scale of nuclear capacity and output would, and is already, damaging investor confidence and
diminishing UK industrial potential in harnessing the UK's INDIGENOUS, unlimited, unstoppable
offshore wind, PV and other renewables sources. The reliable fuel sources would generate
electricity in what would be a more robust, resilient, low-toxic, low terrorist-value, decentralised
electricity Grid and local distribution system.
The UK industrial and energy security strategy is putting so much priority on the construction of
large, centralised, 60 year, generating technologies, owned and operated by foreign states
(French, Japanese and Chinese) with differing political ideologies (e.g. over Hong Kong democracy
protests). The nuclear output would directly displace (TWh for TWh) investment in widely dispersed
and decentralised generating technologies, which have greater potential for innovative UK
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companies to own and operate, particularly offshore wind, PV and CCS / BECCS SNG production
technologies.
Decentralised electricity generators (wind, PV, etc) and distributed thermal generation using biomethane and biogenic SNG delivered via the UK's already-built, high transmission capacity, gas
network would be about as robust and resilient as a electricity Grid system could be.
An equivalent non-nuclear electricity sector 2030 scenario, would comprise up to 260 TWh/y of
mainly intermittent wind and PN alongside biomass and some 'gas' (some unabated) i.e. schemes
generating 110 TWh/y built by 2020 and 150 TWh/y built in the 2020s. The gas would be some
combination of the biogenic-SNG, imported natural gas, indigenous or imported shale, fossil SNG
(from indigenous or imported coal and residual wastes) and biomethane (from anaerobic
digestion). There would not be a whiff of Russian gas.
The non-nuclear system would require around 13 to 16 GW of additional balancing and back-up
gas-fired capacity to achieve the same peak GW of firm capacity and Loss-of-Load-Probability
(LOLP) in meeting peak winter eve electricity demand as a 15.4 to 18.4 GW nuclear system. The
largest generating unit which could trip would probably be a 0.8 GW CCGT site compared to a
nuclear system with the largest NPS site being over 3 GW and located at the end of a long
transmission line spur or loop (e.g. a 3.4+ GW Moorside would be the largest nuclear site which
could trip).
The peak winter evening demand might be probably 55-65 GW especially in cold windless coldsnaps. There can occasionally be days if not weeks of zero or little wind over a winter and
essentially zero PV generation after around 4.30 pm around December-January. The 13 to 16 GW
of additional gas-fired back-up capacity, which could reliably supply this demand, would probably
comprise a mix of fast flexible aero-derivative turbines at 50-100 MW scale*, some larger CCGTs
(e.g. a few 0.8 GW sites) and possibly fuel cell mCHP boilers in a million+ homes.
(*General Electric's LMS 100 aero-derivative gas turbine is an ideal 100 MW unit for wind
(renewables) balancing and back-up, having start-up times of 10 minutes to full power and good
part-load efficiency:
https://www.gedistributedpower.com/products/power-generation/65-120mw/lms100-pa.
A 10 GW „aero-deriv‟ deployment could comprise 100 units spread around UK cities, rather than
remote Grid spurs in the countryside. So there would be good prospects for CHP-District Heating
(with heat storage) configuration to also address peak winter evening heat peaks (over 200 GW
per hour). Siemens, which has just bought Rolls Royce Gas Turbine business which includes RR's
aero-derivative technology, will soon have similar or better fast, flexible turbines:
http://www.rollsroyce.com/news/press_releases/2014/011214_gas_turbine_compressor_business_siemens.jsp
Aero-derivative turbines cost £0.4 billion installed, CCGTs cost £0.5 billion installed. This is about
10 % of the £5 billion per GW for new nuclear capacity (£5 billion per GW for Hinkley C i.e. £16 bn
/3.2 GW). So, the CAPEX for an additional deployment of 13 GW of gas back-up, comprising say
10 GW of aero-derivatives and 3 GW of CCGTs would cost about £5.5 billion (4 + 1.5), around 1
GW of nuclear capacity.
As renewables output increased year on year to mid-Century the capacity factor of the gas-fired
back-up would fall to low levels. High PV deployments with sufficient overnight storage would
reduce summer diurnal 'cycling' to near zero for possibly weeks or months. The use of low-carbon
to carbon-negative bio-SNG (produced in CCS-fitted gasifiers with multi-fuel or 100% bio-sources)
and bio-methane (from anaerobic digestors) linked to the gas network would address the need for
increasing low-carbon output and energy security.
Such a gas-fired deployment more than addresses the capacity point in Para A 4.6 (page 8, Vol 2,
note 15) which states:
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„In the illustrative Updated Energy and Emissions Projections scenario cited above and in EN-1,
there is a balance of 18 GW to come from new non-renewable capacity.‟
The UK Government needs to provide a reasoned IRPOI analysis comparing the two electricity
supply systems below in terms of providing reliable electricity supplies in future decades e.g. 2020,
2030 and 2050:
 a decentralised, potentially carbon-negative, fast balancing and back-up firm capacity, spacially
distributed around urban and industrial sites, and probably linked into CHP-DH schemes;
 a centralised generating capacity comprising 5-8 very large generating sites supplying 30 to 50
% of 2030 electricity demand inflexibly (i.e. essentially baseload) from one imported limited
source (uranium) and which constitute attractive terrorist targets.
--------------Annex 9 - Drax biomass conversion, output estimate to end of 2025
Assume conversion (3 x 660 MW sets out of the six sets at the site) started summer 2012 and is
completed by December 2015, and the full conversion then operates at 1.9 GW fence output at
average 70% capacity factor to end of 2025 generating about 11.5 TWh/y.
70% capacity factor is not 'baseload' and assumes some flexible (two shifting?) operation and or
some downtime due to technical or fuel supply issues.
The cumulative output to end of 2025 would then be:
1.9 x 8.76 x 0.7 x (3.5 years /2 + 10 years) = 135 TWh
----------------Annex 10 - BECCS benefits over fossil CCS
The production of biogenic synthetic natural gas (bio-SNG) and liquid bio-fuels (e.g. bio-aviation
fuel, bio-diesel, bioethanol) in SNG plants and bio-refineries release considerable quantities of
biogenic CO2, contained in the raw biomass, during the production process, see :
http://www.carbon-neg.net.
Depending on the type of process roughly 50 % of the bio-carbon in the raw plant material going
into the process is incorporated into the produced fuel (i.e. the fuels contain more energy per
carbon atom, methane CH4 being the best example). The remaining bio-carbon is either released
to atmosphere from the refinery as bio-CO2, or it could be captured (relatively very easily by
proven routine technology), compressed and stored geo-logically (i.e. BECCS). Some CO2 (in very
small quantities) has been captured and used in other industries for decades e.g. fizzy drinks.
Overall, the BECCS process removes CO2 from the atmosphere and stores it geologically and so
is carbon-negative to some degree depending on the amount of bio-carbon stored from a process
and the life-cycle emissions of the biomass used (which can include the use of carbon-negative
fuels used in the production and shipment of carbon negative fuels). The DECC Biomass
Calculator needs to incorporate BECCS and carbon-negative LCAs as soon as possible.
The production of bio-SNG in large SNG plants fitted with (BE)CCS and subsequent distribution to
power plants, CHP schemes and domestic boilers via gas networks has significant benefits over
'conventional' CCS:
 marginal costs over non CCS-fitted bio-refineries (producing bio-jet fuel, bio-SNG, bio-liquids) a completely different (and proven) CO2 capture process compared to stripping out using
chemicals from dirty power station flue gas;
 a few large (hence relatively low cost) 'trunk' CO2 pipelines (coastal bio-refineries to offshore
storage) compared to adding a whole tree of cross-country branch pipe lines to individual gas
power stations with declining load factors);
 ability to de-carbonise de-centralised gas-fired generation (e.g. small industrial CHP,
decentralised CHP-District Heating schemes or gas boilers in 24 million UK homes);
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double carbon credits (or more than double - depending if the LCA emissions are positive or
negative themselves i.e. carbon negative bio-fuels used for harvesting, production and
transportation of carbon negative bio-fuels, any bio-char extra);
the only potential large scale technology which could significantly reduce or 'un-lock'
atmospheric CO2 concentrations already deemed 'locked-in';
renewable (biomass over one billion years), global crop-growing dryland's area and global geostorage capacity are BOTH an order of magnitude or more in excess of the projected
dangerous atmospheric emissions;
BECCS electricity can also be achieved by fitting or retro-fitting post-combustion (flue gas)
capture equipment to biomass power/CHP schemes e.g. Drax conversion (which would be
adjacent to the CO2 pipeline for the White Rose post-combustion coal CCS demo scheme).
One 2ft diameter pipeline can transport 17+ million tonnes of CO2 per year.

In 2013, National Grid carried out a public consultation on the White Rose pipeline route via
Bridlington to North Sea storage site - the maximum pipeline diameter proposed is 2ft (and it would
not cost much more than digging a trench for a narrower pipeline with much less CO2 transmission
capacity).
--------------Annex 11 - BECCS demonstration and deployment in the UK
If BECCS were fitted to Drax by the end of 2020 (an option detailed in the Forum's Feb 2013
scenarios paper), then it would have the potential to sequester 50 mt CO2 in the five years to the
end of 2025 (60 TWh generated, 12 TWh CCS demand). This would have been equivalent to the
emissions of 140 TWh of gas-fired electricity (50 mt / 0.35 mt/TWh) so mitigating even more of the
nuclear programme slippage.
Obviously such a retro-fit would be a tight schedule now, and dependent on future plans by the
owners of Drax. However, had CCS and BECCS been progressed with the vigour and incentives
as the planned new-nuclear projects then the UK could have been showcasing a world-leading
BECCS scheme by 2020. There was a Drax rep on DECC's ACCATs committee between 2007
and 2010 and carbon-negative energy generation was discussed (the author was there).
Actually, all is not lost regarding CCS and BECCS demonstrations. The proposed 0.3 GW White
Rose oxy-fuel (coal) CCS demo which would if consented be built adjacent Drax could
demonstrate co-firing biomass with the coal. As much as 30 % biomass co-firing could probably be
sustained and at that percentage the CCS demo would then produce mildly carbon-negative
electricity. DECC should introduce incentives for carbon-negative energy generation (BECCS) if it
really wishes to show global leadership in climate protection.
The British Gas-Lurgi (BGL) gasifier-methanator, producing SNG from mixes of coal, waste and
biomass, was proven at Westfield in Scotland and Schwarze Pumpe in Germany in 2005. The
world-leading efficiency SNG scheme was paid for by UK consumers and taxpayers (estimated
at £ 500 million). Adding CO2 capture (separation and compression) equipment to this SNG plant's
chemical process is considered relatively straight-forward by the same UK gas specialists who
developed the BGL.
Unfortunately due to a lack of appreciation of this decarbonisation pathway by DECC much of the
Intellectual Property (IP) was sold to German and Chinese companies in about 2012. Currently
about five BGL-SNG plants are under construction in China.
SNG production plant programme scenario
A CCS-fitted multi-fuel BGL/ HICOM SNG plant (NOAK) may cost about £1.1 billion per 1 GWth
(estimate by Tony Day who has given details to government departments and committees). Every
1 GWth capacity plant would produce 6 TWh/y of low-carbon to mildly carbon-negative SNG
(assuming 90% baseload operation, 75% efficiency and the biogenic content of fuel input). The
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biogenic SNG would be injected into the gas network and, if used in power generation, would
generate 2.9 to 3.5 TWh/y of electricity (depending on balancing or baseload operation).
So, for an equivalent Hinkley C CAPEX of £16 billion, an equivalent SNG deployment could
comprise: ten CCS-fitted SNG plants (costing £11 billion) producing 60 TWh/y of SNG, which could
supply a fleet of new decentralised UNABATED gas capacity (e.g. 13 GWe of aero-derivs and
CCGTs costing £ 4-5 bn).
This SNG-fired balancing and back-up capacity would then supply around 30 TWh/y of
dispatchable electricity at an average (high-redundancy) annual capacity factor of 26% (30 / 8.76
x 13). In comparison, Hinkley C would produce 25 TWh/y of inflexible baseload electricity.
The fuel cost for the 80 TWh/y „primary‟ thermal input (i.e. x 76 % efficiency = 60 TWh/y output)
would be dependent on costs of coal, waste, and biomass in the mix but potentially around net
zero assuming residual waste is negative cost (avoiding land-fill tax). More expensive bio-coal
could probably displace some or much of the fossil coal depending on technical performance and
carbon-negative incentives for the stronger carbon-negative value of the SNG produced.
100% dedicated biomass gasifier-SNG plants could also be built and would produce strongly
carbon-negative biogenic-SNG, much would depend on the availability of mainly imported
sustainable biomass sources (e.g. from arid zones not competing with food and forest area).
The non-nuclear scenarios paper presented to the February 2013 DECC NGO Forum detailed a
~17 mtCO2 BECCS SNG scenario option (see Annex, Scenario 6). The 30 TWh/y multi-fuel SNG
example above would sequester about 12 mt CO2 per year.
Biomass imports - sustainability and source diversity
Some of the biomass sources (US and Canadian old growth forest) being sourced by Drax are
rightly being questioned regarding their life-cycle CO2 emissions reductions and sustainability
(http://www.carbonbrief.org/blog/2014/10/is-burning-wood-for-energy-worse-for-the-climate-thancoal/). To address such issues DECC could fund some R&D on identifying potential large-scale
sustainable biomass sources abroad e.g. from Commonwealth countries, as it is funding nuclear
research and development (e.g. £60 million recently).
For example, perhaps a £0.1 - 1 million demo would identify if the arid zone cacti species opuntia
and agave, which appear to have numerous significant merits as a global scale sustainable bioenergy source, should be incentivised in the EMR:
(http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2014/01/prickly-pear-cactus-nuisance-orbioenergyopportunity).
Some dried samples from the desert lands of Australia, the US or Mexico (where ex agave tequila /
fibre plantations abound) could be tested in the labs and boilers at Drax or other thermal plant.
The LCA emissions identified for different arid zones and production practices could be used in the
DECC Biomass Calculator (https://www.gov.uk/government/news/biomass-calculator-launched).
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